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APPLICABILITY OF AR'I'ICLE VI, SECTION 22, OF TElE CONVENTION ON THE
PRIVILEGES AND I M M ~ I T I E SOF T H UNITED
~
NATIONS
Advisory Opinion of 15 December 1989
The Court delivered a unanimous Advisc~ryOpinion on
the question concerning the Applicability of Article VI, Section 22, of the Convention on the Privileges and Immunities
of the United Nations. That opinion had been requested by
the United Nations Economic and Social Council under its
resolution 1989175 of 24 May 1989, of which the integral
text is as follows:
"The Economic and Social Council,
"Having considered resolution 1988137' of 1 September 1988 of the Sub-commission on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities and Commission on Human Rights resolution 1989137 of 6 March
1989.
" 1. Concludes that a difference has arisen between
the United Nations and the Government of Romania as to
the applicability of the Convention on the Privileges and
Immunities of the United Nations [General Assembly resolution 22 A (I)] to Mr. Dumitru Mazilu as Special Rapporteur of the Sub-Commissionon Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities;
"2. Requests, on a priority basis, pursuant to Article
96,paragraph 2, of the Charter of the United Nations and
in accordance with General Assembly resolution 89 (I) of
11 December 1946, an advisory opinion fro:mthe International Court of Justice on the legal question of the applicability of Article VI, Section 22, of the Convention on the
Rivileges and Immunities of the United Piations in the
case of Mr. Dumitru Mazilu as Special Rapporteur of the
Sub-Commission."
In reply to the question put to it, the Court :expressed the
opinion that Article VI, Section 22, of the Convention on the
Rivileges and Immunities of the United Nations is applicable in the case of Mr. Dumitru Mazilu as a special rapporteur
of the Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination and
Protection of Minorities.

The Court was composed as follows: President Ruda;
Judges Lachs, Elias, Oda, Ago. Schwebel, Jennings, Bedjaoui, Ni, Evensen, Tarassov, Guillaume, Shahabuddeen
and Pathak.
Judges Oda, Evenr;en and Shahabuddeen appended separate opinions to the Advisory Opinion.

*
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of the Proceedings and Summary of Facts
(paras. 1-26)
The Court outlines the successive stages of the proceedings before it (paras. -1-8) and then summarizes the facts of
the case (paras. 9-26). A brief survey of those facts will now
be presented.
On 13 March 1984 the Commission on Human Rights-a
subsidiary organ of the Economic and Social Council (hereinafter called "the Co~incil"),created by it in 1946in accordance with Articles 55 (c)and 68 of the Charter of the United
Nations-elected Mr. Dumitru Mazilu, a Romanian national
nominated by Romania, to serve as a member of the Subcommission on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection
of Minorities-a subsidiaryorgan set up in 1947by the Commission on Human Rights (hereinafter called "the
Commissionw)-for a three-year term due to expire on 31
December 1986. As the Commission had called upon the
Sub-commission on Prevention of Discrimination and Pmtection of Minorities (hereinafter called "the SubComlnission") to pay due attention to the role of youth in the
field of human rights, the Sub-Commission at its thirtyeighth session adopted on 29 August 1985 resolution
1985112 whereby it n:quested Mr. Mazilu to "prepare a
report on human rights and youth analysing the efforts and
measures for securing the implementation and enjoyment by
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youth of human rights, particularly, the right to life, education and work" and requeskd the Secretary-General to provide him with all necessary assistance for tlre completion of
his task.
The thirty-ninth session of the Sub-Comn~issicm,at which
Mr. Mazilu's report was to be presented, was not convened
in 1986 as originally schetluled but was postponed until
1987. The three-year manclate of its members-originally
due to expire on 31 Dece:lmber 1986-was extended by
Council decision 19871102:for an additional year. When the
thirty-ninth session of the Sub-Commission opened in
Geneva on 10 August 1987no report had been received from
Mr. Mazilu, nor was he present. By a letter received by the
United Nations Office at Geneva on 12 August 1987, the Perrnanent Mission of Romania to that office informed it that
Mr. Mazilu had suffered a h~:ia-t-attackand was still in hospital. According to the writaen statement of the: SecretaryGeneral, a telegram signed "D. Mazilu" was received in
Geneva on 18 August 1987 and informed the SubCommission of his inability,,due to heart illriess, .toattend the
current session. In these circumstances, the SubCommission adopted decision 19871112 on 4 September
1987, whereby it deferred consideration of item 14 of its
agenda-under which the n:port on human rights and youth
was t~ have been discussed --until its fortieth session scheduled for 1988. Notwithstanding the scheduled expiration on
3 1 December 1987 of Mr. NIazilu's term as.a member of the
Sub-Commission, the latter included reference to a report to
be submitted by him, identified by name, under the agenda
item "Prevention of discrilmination and p1:otection of children", and entered the rep]% under the tit1.e "Human righa
and youth" in the "List of studies and repo1.t.s under preparation by members of the Sub-Commission in accordance with
the existing legislative authority".
After the thirty-ninth session of the Sub-Commission,the
Centre for Human Rights ofthe United Nations Secretariat in
Geneva made various atterrlpts to contact Mr.Mazilu to provide him with assistance i.n the preparatilon of his report,
including arranging a visit to Geneva. In Dect:mber 1987,
Mr. ~ a z i l uinformed the Under-Secretary-lGeneral for
Human Rights that he had not received the .previouscommunications of the Centre. In January 1988, Mr. Mazilu
informed him that he had been twice in hospital in 1987 and
kenforced to. retire, as of
that he
from his various goveme~ntalposts. He t~lsostated that he
was willing to travel to Gen:evafor consultations, but that the
Romanian authorities were: refusing him a.trav1~1
permit. In
April and May 1988, Mr. IMazilu, in a series of letters, further described his personal situation; in particulru, he alleged
that he had refused to comply with the request addressed to
c O n ~ s s i o from
n the
him on 22 February 1988 a
Romanian Ministry of Foreign Affairs voluntarjly to decline
to submit his report to the !Sub-Commissic~nand, moreover,
consistently complained that strong pnssure had been
exerted on him and on his family.
On 31 December 1987 the terms of all members of the
Sub-Commission, including Mr. Mazilu, expired as has
already been indicated. On 29 February 1988 h e Commission, upon nomination kf their respective Oovetnments,
~
mong whom
elected new members of t h . Sub-Comtnis~iion
was Mr. Ion Diaconu, a Romanian national.
All the rapporteurs andl special rapporteurs of the SubCommission were invited. to attend its fortierh session (8
August-2 September 1988), but Mr. Mxzilu yain did not
appear. A special invitation was cabled to him, to go to
Geneva to present his report, but the telegrams were not
delivered and the Unitedl Nations Information Centre in
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Bucharest was unable to locate Mr. Mazilu. On 15 August
1988, the Sub-Commission adopted decision 19881102.
whereby it requested the Secretary-General
"to establish contact with the Government of Romania
and to bring to the Government's attention the Subcommission's urgent need to establish personal contact
with its Special Rapporteur Mr. Dumitru Mazilu and to
convey the request that the Government assist in locating
Mr. Mazilu and facilitate a visit to him by a member of the
Sub-Commission and the secretariat to help him in the
completionof his study on human rights and youth if he so
wished".
The Under-Secretary-General for Human Rights informed
the Sulb-Commission on 17 August 1988 that, in contacts
betwen the Secretary-General's Officeand the ChargB d'affaires of the Romanian Permanent Mission to the United
Nations in New York, he had been told that the position of the
Romanian Government was that any intervention by the
United Nations Secretariat and any form of investigation in
Bucharest would be considered interference in Romania's
intern;al affairs. On 1 September 1988, the Sub-Commission
adopted resolution 1988137by which, inter alia, it requested
the Segretary-General to approach once more the Government of Romania and invoke the applicability of the Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations
(hereinafter called "the General Convention"); and further
requested him, in the event that the Governmentof Romania
did not concur in the applicability of the provisions of that
Convention in that case, to bring the difference between the
United Nations and Romania immediately to the attention of
the Commission in 1989. It also requested the Commission,
in that event, to urge the Council
90 quest, in accordance with ~~~~~~l~
~resolu- ~
~
tion 89 (I) of 11 December 1946, from the International
Corn of Justice an advisory opinion on tJheapplicability of
the relevant provisions of the Convention on the Privileges,
and Immunities of the United Nations to the present case
and within the scope of the present resolution".
Pulsuant to that resolution the Secretary-General, on 26
Octoter 1988, addressed a Note Verbale to the Permanent
~~~~~~~~~i~~of ~~~~i~ to the united ~~~i~~~in N~~
York, in which he invoked the General Convention in respect
of M, ~
~and requested
i
l the ~~~~i~
~
G~~~~~~~~ to
accord Mr. Mazilu the necessary facilities in order to enable
him to complete his assigned task. As no reply had been
meived to that N~~~verbale, the Un&r-Secretary-General
for *urnan ~
i on 19
~ be^
h
~ 1988
~ wrote a letter of
reminder to the permanent ~~~~~~~~~~i~~
of ~~~~~i~ to the
united ~~~i~~~office
at G
~in which
~ he asked
~ that
~ the ~
,
~
~to
i
l
~
~~~~~i~ G~~~~~~~~assist in arrangingfor
visit Geneva so that he could discuss with the Centre for
~
~
~
the assistance
~
it, might~give him
i in preparing
~
h
~
~
on6 J~~~~~ 1989 the permanent ti^^
his
of ~~~~i~ handed to the h g a l counsel of the united
Nations an Aide-MBmoire in which was set forth the Romanian Government's position concerning Mr. Mazilu. On the
facts of the case, Romania stated that Mr. Mazilu, who had
not prepared or produced anything on the subject entrusted to
him, had in 1987 become gravely ill; that he had had repeatedly no go into hospital; that he had, at his own q u e s t , been
placed on the retired list on grounds of ill-health for an initial
period of one year, in accordance with Romanian law; and
that retirement had been extended after h~ehad been further
exmined by a similar panel of doctors. On the law, Romania
expressed the view that "the problem of the application of
the General Convention [did] not arise in this case". It went
on to explain, inter alia, that the Convention "does not

equate rapporteurs, whose activities are only occasional,
with experts on missions for the United Nations"; that "even
if rapporteurs are given some of the status of experts, . . .
they can enjoy only functional immunities and privileges";
that the "privileges and immunities provide:d by the Convention begin to apply only at the moment when the expert
leaves on a journey connected with the pe:rformance of his
mission"; and that "in the country of which he is a national
. . . an expert enjoys privileges and im~munitiesonly in
respect of actual activities . . . which he pelforms in connection with his mission". Moreover, Romaniit stated expressly
that it was opposed to a request for advisory opinion from the
Court of any' kind in this case. Similar contc.,ntionswere also
put forward in the written statement presented by Romania to
the Court.
On 6 March 1989 the Commission adopted its resolution
1989137,recommending that the Council recluest an advisory
opinion from the COG.
The Council o ~ 24
i May 1989
adopted its resolution 1989175, by which it requested the
Court to render an opinion.
The Court has also been informed by the SecretaryGeneral of the following events which have occurred since
the request for Advisory Opinion was made. A report on
Human Rights and Youth prepared by Mr. Mazilu was circulated as a document of the Sub-Commission bearing the date
10 July 1989; the text of this report had been transmitted by
Mr. Mazilu to the Centre for Human Rights through various
channels. On 8 August 1989, the Sub-Commission decided,
in accordance with its practice, to invite Mr. Mazilu to participate in the meetings at which his report was to be considered: no reply was received to the invitation extended. By a
Note Verbale dated 15August 1989from the Permanent Mission of Romania to the United Nations Office at Geneva
addressed to that office, the Permanent Mission referred to
"the so-called report" by Mr. Mazilu, expressed surprise
"that the medical opinions made available to the Centre for
Human Rights . . . have been ignored" and indicated, inter
alia, that since becoming ill in 1987, Mr. Mazilu did not
"possess the intellectual capacity necessary for making an
objective, responsible and unbiased analysis that could serve
as the substance of a report consistent with tlhe requirements
of the United Nations". On 1 September 1989, the SubCommission adopted resolution 1989145 entitled "The
report on human rights and youth prepared by Mr. Dumitru
Mazilu" by which, noting that Mr. Mazilu's report had been
prepared in difficult circumstances and that the relevant
information collected by the Secretary-Genetal appeared not
to have been delivered to him, it invited him to present the
report in person to the Sub-commission at i.ts next session,
and also requested the Secretary-Generalto continue providing Mr. Mazilu with all the assistance he might need in updating his report, including consultations with the Centre for
Human Rights.

U. The Question Laid before the Court
(para. 27)
The Court recalls the terms of the question ].aidbefore it by
the Council. It points out that, in his written statement, the
Secretary-General emphasized that the Coi~ncil'srequest
related to the applicability of Section 22 of the:Convention in
the case of Mr. Mazilu, but not to "the consequences of that
applicability, that is . . [the question ofJ vvhat privileges
and immunities Mr. Mazilu might enjoy as a nesult of his status and whether or not these had been violated". The Court
moreover notes that, during the oral proceedings, the representative of the Secretary-General observed that it was sug-

.

gestive of the Council's intention that, having r e f e d to a
"difference", it "tlhen did not attempt to have that difference
as a whole resolved by the question it addressed to the
Court", but "merely addressed a preliminary legal question
to the Court".
In.

Competence su the Court to give an Advisory Opinion
(paras. 28-36)

The Court begins by pointing out that the present request
for advisory opinion is the first request made by the Council,
pursuant to paragraph 2 of Article 96 of the Charter. It goes
on to note that, in itccordance with that provision, the General Assembly, by its resolution 89 (I) of 11 December 1946,
authorized the Council to request advisory opinions of the
COWon legal questions arising within the scope of its activities. Then, having considered the question which is the subject of the request, the Court takes the view, firstly, that it is a
legd question in that it involves the interpretationof an international conventiorl in order to determine its applicability
and, moreover, that it is aquestion arising within the scope of
the activities of the Council, as Mr. Mazilu's assignment was
pertinent to a function and programme of the Council and as
the Sub-Commissio.n,of which he was appointed special r a p
porteur, is a subsidiary organ of the Commission which is
itself a subsidiary organ of the Council.
As Romania has nonetheless contended that the Court
"cannot find that it lias jurisdiction to give an advisory opinion" in this case, the Court then considers its arguments.
Romania claims that, because of the reservation made by it to
Section 30 of the General Convention, the United Nations
cannot, without Romania's consent, submit a request for
advisory opinion in respect of its difference with Romania.
The reservation, it i.s said, subordinates the competence of
the Court to "deal with any dispute that may have arisen
between the United Nations and Romania, including a dispute within the framework of the advisory procedure," to the
consent of the parties to the dispute. Romania points out that
it did not agree that an opinion should be requested of the
Court in the present case.
Section 30 of the General Convention provides that:
"All differenas arising out of the interpretation or
application of the present convention shall be r e f e d to
the International Court of Justice, unless in any case it is
agreed by the parties to have recourse to another mode of
settlement. If a difference arises between the United
Nations on the one hand and a Member on the other hand,
a request shall be made for an advisory opinion on any
legal question involved in accordance with Article % of
the Charter and kticle 65 of the Statute of the Court. The
opinion given by the Court shall be accepted as decisive by
the parties."
The reservation contained in Romania's instrument of accession to that Convention is worded as follows:
"The Romaniar~People's Republic does not consider
itself bound by the terms of Section 30 of the Convention
which provide for the compulsory jurisdiction of the International Court in differences arising out of the interpretation or application of the Convention; with respect to the
competence of the :InternationalCourt in such differences,
the Romanian Peojplels.Republictakes the view that, for
the purpose of the submissionof any dispute whatsoeverto
the Court for a ruling, the consent of all the parties to the
dispute is required in every individual case. This reservation is equally applicable to the provisions contained in the
said section which stipulates that the advisory opinion of
the International Court is to be accepted as decisive."

The Court begins by referring to its earlier jurisprudence,
malling that the consent of States is not a condition precedent to its competence under Article 96 of' the Charter and
Article 65 of the Statute to give advisory opinions, although
such advisory opinions are not binding. This applies even
when the request for an opiinion is seen as relating to a legal
question pending between the United Natioins and a Member
State. The Court then notes that Section 30 of the General
Convention operates on a different plane and in a different
context from that of Article 96 of the Charter as, when the
provisions of that Section are read in their totality, it is clear
that their object is to provide a dispute se:ttlenlent mechanism. If the Court had been seised with a q u e s t for an adviunder Sation 30, it wouldof c o w have
sory opinion
had to consider any reservation which a party to the dispute
had made to that Section. However, in the present case, the
Court recalls that the Council's resolution contained no reference to Section 30 and considers that it is evident from the
dossier that, in view of the existence of the Romanian reservation, it was not the intention of the Council tal invoke that
Section. The Court finds that the request was not made under
Section 30 and that it accorclingly does not need to determine
the effect of the Romanian ~eservationto that provision.
Romania has, however, c:ontended inter alia that
"If it were accepted that a State party to the Convention,
or the United Nations, night ask for disputes concerning
the application or interpretation of the Convention to be
brought before the Court on a basis other than the provisions of Section 30 of the Convention, that would disrupt
the unity of the Convention, by separatir~gthe: substantive
provisions from those irelating to dispute settlement,
which would be tantamount to a modification of the content and extent of the olsligations entered into by States
when they consented to tte bound by the Convention."
The Cburt recalls that the nature and Purpose of the Present
proceedings are those of a request for advice on the applicability of a part of the General Convention, ;and not the bringing of a dispute before the Court for determination. It adds
that the "content and extent,of the obligations entered into by
States" -and, in particular, by Romania-,"when they consented to be bound by the C:onventionWan: not modified by
the request and by the present advisory opinion.
The Court thus findsthat the reservation made by Romania
to Section 30 of the Gener;d Convention does [lot affect the
Courfs juridiction to enteirtain the request submitted to it.

'

IV. Propriety of the Court givingan opi;;ion
(paras. 37-39)
While the absence of the consent of Romania to the proceedings before the Court can have no efft:ct on its juridiction, the Court finds that this is a matter to be considered
when examining the propriety of its giving an opinion. The
Court has recognized in its earlier jurisprudence, inter alia,
that in "certain circumstances . . . the laclr of consent of an
interested State may render the giving of an an advisory opinion incompatiblewith the C:ourt's judicial c:hm:terWand has
observed that an "instance of this would be when the circumstances disclose that to give a reply would have the effect of
circumventing the principle that a State is not obliged to
allow its disputes to be submitted to judicirll settlement without its consent". The Court considers that iin the:present case
to give a reply would have no such efftxt. Certainly the
Council, in its resolution 1989175, did conclude that a difference had arisen between the United Nations and the Government of Romania as to the applicability of the Convention . . . to Mr. Dumitru hlazilu. It noneth.elessseems to the
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Court that this difference, and the question put to the Court in
the light of it, is not to be confused with the dispute between
the United Nations and Romania with respect to the application of the General Convention in the case of Mr. Mazilu.
Accordingly, the Court does not find any "compelling =ason" to refuse an advisory opinion, and decides to reply to
the legal question on which such an opinion has been
requested.
V. Meaning of Article VI, Section 22, of the General
Convention
(paras. 40-52)
The General Convention contains an Article VI entitled
"Exprts on Missions for the United Nations", divided into
sections. Section 22 provides as follows:
'"Experts (other than officials coming within the scope
of Article V) performing missions for the United Nations
shall be accorded such privileges and immunities as are
necessary for the independent exercise of their functions
during the period of their missions, including the time
spent on journeys in connection with their missions. In
particular, they shall be accorded:
"(a) immunity from personal arrest or detention and
froin seizure of their personal baggage;
"(b) in respect of words spoken or written and acts
done by them in the course of the perfom~anceof their mission, immunity from legal process of every kind. This
immunity from legal process shall continue to be accorded
notwithstanding that the persons concerned are no longer
employed on missions for the United Nations;
"(c) inviolability for all papers and documents;
"(d) for the purpose of their communications with the
United Nations, the right to use codes and to receive
papers or correspondence by courier or in sealed bags;
"(e) the same facilities in respect of currency or
exchange
as are
to representatives
foEign restrictionson
official
missions; of

"0 the same immunities and facilities in respect of
their personal baggage as are accorded to diplomatic
envoys."
The 0m't considers first what is meant by ' ' e x ~ r t son
R ~ ~ S S ~ Ofor
~ Sthe
" purposes of Section 22 and notes that the
Gened Convention gives no definition of "experts on missions". From Section 22 it is clear, firstly that the officials of
the Organization, even if chosen in consideration of their
technical expertise in a particular field,
not included in
the category of experts within the meaning of that provision;
and secondly that only experts performing missions for the
Organization are covered by Section 22. This Section does
not, however, furnish any indication of the nature, duration
or place of these missions. Nor do the travauxpr4paratoires
provide any more guidance in this respect. The Court finds
that the purpose of Section 22 is nevertheless evident,
namely, to enable the United Nations to entrust missions to
persons who do not have the status of an official of the Organization and to guarantee them "such privileges and immunities as are necessary for the independent: exercise of their
functions". The Court notes that in practice, according to the
infonmation supplied by the Secretary-Gt.neral, the United
Nations has had occasion to entrust missions-increasingly
varied in nature-to persons not having the status of United
Nations officials. Such persons have been entrusted with
mediation, with preparing reports, preparing studies, conducting investigations or finding and establishing facts. In
addition, many committees, commissions or similar bodies

whose members serve, not as representativesof States, but in
a personal capacity, have been set up wiithin the Organization. In all these cases, the practice of the United Nations
shows that the persons so appointed, and in particular the
members of these committees and commissions, have been
regarded as experts on missions within the meaning of Section 22.
The Court then turns its attention to the meaning of the
phrase "during the period of their missions, including the
time spent on journeys", which is part of that Section. In this
connection the question arises whether "experts on missions" =covered by Section 22 only during missions
rrequiring travel or whether they are also covered when there
is no such travel or apart from such trav,el. To answer this
question, the Court considers it necessary to determine the
meaning of the word "mission" in Engli.sh and mission in
French, the two languages in which the General Convention
was adopted. Initially, the word referred to a task entrusted to
a person only if that person was sent somt:where to perform
it. It has, however, long since acquired a. broader meaning
and nowadays embraces in general the tasks entrusted to a
person, whether or not those tasks involve travel. The Court
considers that Section 22, in its reference to experts performing missions for the United Nations, uses the word "mission" in a general sense. While some experts have necessarily to travel in order to perform their tasks, others can
perform them without having to travel. In either case, the
intent of Section 22 is to ensure the inde,pndence of such
experts in the interests of the Organization by according them
the privileges and immunities necessary for the purpose. The
Court accordingly concludes that Section ;!2 is applicable to
every expert on mission, whether or not he travels.
The Court finally takes up the question whether experts on
missions can invoke the privileges and immunities provided
for in Section 22 against the States of whic.h they are nationals or on the territory of which they residc. In this connection, it notes that Section 15 of the General Convention provides that the terms of Article IV,Sections 11, 12 and 13,
relating to the representatives of Members, "are not applicable as between a representative and the r~uthoritiesof the
State of which he is a national or of which he is or has been
the representative", and observes that Article V, concerning
officials of the Organization, and Article VI, concerning
experts on missions for the United Nations, do not contain
any comparable rule. It finds that this difference of approach
can readily be explained: the privileges and immunities of
Articles V and VI are conferred with a view to ensuring the
independence of international officials and experts in the
interests of the Organization; this independence must be
respected by all States, including the State ~Rnationalityand
the State of residence. The Court notes, moi-eover,that some
States parties to the General Convention have entered reservations to certain provisions of Article V or of Article VI
itself, as regards their nationals or persons habitually resident
on their territory. In its view, the very fact that it was felt necessary to make these reservations confims that in the
absence of such reservations, experts on missions enjoy the
privileges and immunities provided for un.der the General
Convention in their relations with the States of which they
are nationals or on the territory of which the:y reside.
To sum up, the Court takes the view that Section 22 of the
General Convention is applicable to persons (other than
United Nations officials) to whom a mission has been
entrusted by the Organization and who are tlnerefore entitled
to enjoy the privileges and immunities provided for in this
Section with a view to the independentexercise of their functions; that during the whole period of such missions. experts

enjoy these functional privileges and immunities whether or
not they travel; and that those privileges and immunities may
be invoked as against the State of nationality or of residence
unless a reservatic~nto Section 22 of the General Convention
has been validly rnade by that State.
VI. Applicability of Article VI. Section 22, of the General
Convention to Special Rapporteurs of the SubCommissiora
(paras. 53-55)
Having emphasized that the situation of rapporteurs of the
Sub-Commission is one which touches on the legal position
of rapporteurs in general and is thus one of importancefor the
whole of the United Nations system, the Court notes that on
28 March 1947, the Council decided that the Subcommission would be composed of 12 eminent persons,
designated by name, subject to the consent of their respective
national governments, and that the members of the SubCommission, at present 25 in number, were subsequently
chosen by the Commission under similar conditions; it
observes that the Council, in resolution 1983132 of 27 May
1983, expressly "recall[ed] . . . that members of the Subcommission are elected by the commission . . . as experts
in their individual capacity". The Court therefore finds that,
since their status is neither that of a representative of a Member State nor that of a United Nations official, and since they
perform independently for the Sub-Commission functions
contemplated in its remit, the members of the Subcommission must be regarded as experts on missions within
the meaning of Section 22.
The Court further notes that, in accordance with the practice followed by many United Nations bodies, the SubCommission has from time to time appointed rapporteurs or
special rapportem; with the task of studying specified subjects; it also notes hat, while these rapporteurs or special rapporteurs are n o d y selected from among members of the
Sub-commission, there have been cases in which special
rapporteurs have 'been appointed from outside the Subcommission or have completed their report only after their
membership of the Sub-commission had expired. In any
event, rapporteurs or special rapporteurs are entrusted by the
Sub-commission with a research mission. The Court concludes that since their status is neither that of a representative
of a Member State nor that of a United Nations official, and
since they carry out such research independentlyon behalf of
the United Nations, they must be regarded as experts on missions within the me,ming of Section 22, even in the event that
they are not, or are no longer, members of the SubCommission. This leads the Court to infer that they enjoy, in
accordance with that Section, the privileges and immunities
necessary for the exerciseof their functions, and in particular
for the establishmen~tof any contacts which may be useful for
the preparation, the drafting and the presentation of their
reports to the Sub-Commission.
VII. Applicability of AMcle VI, Section 22, of the General
Convention in the Case of Mr. Dumitru Mazilu
(paras. 5660)

The Court observes, in the light of the facts presented, that
Mr. Mazilu had, from 13 March 1984to 29 August 1985, the
statsls of a member of the Sub-Commission; that from 29
August 1985 to 31 Ikcember 1987, he was both a member
and a rapporteur of the Sub-Commission; and finally that,
although since the last-mentioned date he has no longer been
a member of the Sub-Commission,he has remained a special
rapporteur. The Court finds that at no time during this period
2(

has he ceased to have the status of an expert on mission
within the meaning of Section 22, or ceased to be entitled to
enjoy for the exercise of his functions tht: privileges and
inununities provided for thenein.
The Court nevertheless =ails that doubt was expressed
by Romania as to whether ]Mr. Mazilu was, capable of performing his task as special rapporteur after k i n g taken seriously ill in May 1987 and being subsequently placed on the
mired list pursuant to decisions taken by the competent medical practitioners, in accordance with the alpplicable Romanian legislation; that Mr. Mazilu himself inft~rmedthe United
Nations that the state of his Iiealth did not prevent him from
preparing his report or fro111going to Geneva; and finally
that, when a report by Mr. Mazilu was circulated as a document of the Sub-Commissi,cw, Romania cidled in question
his "intellectual capacity" to draft "a report consistent with
the requirements of the United Nations". After pointing out
that it is not for it to pronouiice on the state of Mr. Mazilu's
health or on its consequenceson the work he: has done or is to
do for the Sub-Commission, the Court points out that it was
for the United Nations to decide whethe:r in the circumstances it wished to retain I&. Mazilu as spcial rapporteur
and takes note that decisions to that effect have Lnxn taken by
the Sub-Commission.
The Court is of the opinion that in these circumstances,
Mr. Mazilu continues to have the status of special rapporteur,
that as a consequence he nrust be regarded as m expert on
mission within the meaning of Section 2:2 of the General
Convention and that that Section is accordirlgly applicable in
the case of Mr. Mazilu.

W . Operative Raragraplz

(para. 61)
The complete text of the operative paragraph will be
found below:
"For these reasons,
b b TCOURT,
~ ~
"Unanimously,
"2s of the opinion thrlt Article VI, Section 22, of the
Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the
United Nations is applicable in the case of Mr. Dumitru
Mazilu as a special rappxteur of the Sulb-Commissionon
Prevention of Discrimination and hotection of
Minorities."

SUMMARY OF OPII~ONS
APPENDED TO THE
ADVISORY
OF'I[NIONOF THE COURT
Separate Opinion o f Judge t3da

Judge Oda expressed solnne doubts as to 1;~hetiier
the Court,
by simply giving the answer as stated in tht: Cow's Opinion,
had adequately responded to what ECOSOC had in mind
when formulating its request for an advisory opinion. The
way in which the request vwas actually franned gave scope, in
his view, to certain pronouncements on the modalities of the
application of Section 22 of the Convention.
He reconstructed the t~ackgroundto the request for an
advisory opinion in a slightly different manner from that
ad0~te.dbv the Court. i accordance with his view that
greiter embhasis could have been laid upon cerfain facts seen
as more directly relevant tso the subject-matterof the opinion

sought; while the Court had not been asked to give a general
opinion on the range of privileges and immunities enjoyed by
a Special Rapporteur, the question put by ECOSOC did
imply some requirement of attention to the material consequences of Mr. Mazilu's entitlement to the benefits of Section 22,of the Convention.
In Judge Oda's view, the Court did not focus sufficiently
upon tlie essential aspects of the concrete case of Mr. Mazilu,
including the fact that he was unable to receive documentation from, enter into contact with, or be approached by the
United Nations Centre for Human Rights in Geneva, and was
prevented by his Government from travelling to Geneva for
consultations with the United Nations Centre. Those aspects
were fundamental to the case of Mr. Mazilu, which the Court
had been asked to look into.
In his conclusion, Judge Oda stated that the final paragraph of the Opinion could have been slightly expanded. It
should have stated more explicitly: firstly, that a Special R a p
porteur of the Sub-Commission falls within the category of
"Exp:rts on Mission for the United Nations"; secondly, that
Mr. Mazilu was, at the time of the request for the opinion by
the EC:OSOC, a Special Rapporteur of the Sub-Commission
and that he still exercises that function and, finally, that Mr.
Mazilu was, in the interest of the United Nations, entitled to
receive from all parties to the Convention on the Privileges
and Immunities of the United Nations, including his national
State, all facilities within their power for the fulfilment of his
mission. If the Court had made such a pronouncement, it
would usefully have drawn attention to the necessity of
allowing Mr. Mazilu unimpeded communication with and
access to the United Nations Centre for Human Rights.
Separate Opinion of Judge Evensen

In the request of ECOSOC the Court was asked to examine
"the legal question of the applicability of Article VI, Section
22, of the Convention on the Privileges and Immunities"..
The Clourt was not requested to express itself on concrete violations of these provisions. But it seems evident that the pressures complained of have caused concern and hardship not
only to Mr. Mazilu but also to his family. The protection provided for in Article VI, Section 22, of the 1946 Convention
cannot be confined only to the "expert Mazilu" but must to a
reasonable extent apply to his family as well.
The integrity of a person's family and family life is a basic
human right protected by prevailing principles of international law which derive not only from conventional international law or customary international law but from "general
principles of law recognized by civilized nations".
Thus in the Universal Bclaration of Human Rights
adopued by the United Nations General Assembly on 10
December 1948 the integrity of family and family life was
laid clown as a basic human right in Article 16, paragraph 3,
which states: "The family is the natural and fundamental
group unit of society and is entitled to protection by society
and the State."
The respect for a person's family and family life must be
considered as integral parts of the "privileges and immunities" that are necessary for the independent exercise of the
functions of United Nations experts un&r Article VI, Section 22, of the 1946 Convention on Privileges and Immunities.
Separate Opinion of Judge Shahabuddeen

In his separate opinion, Judge Shahabuddeen dealt with
the competence of the Court to determine questions of prior-

ity in the hearing of cases. As to the Romardan reservation, in
his view this did not affect the Court's advisory jurisdiction
under Article 96 of the Charter because, for reasons which he
gave, it could not apply to the latter. As to the question of Mr.
Mazilu's state of health, he thought that Romania was taking
the position that illness disabled Mr. Mazilu from functioning and so disentitled him to any of the privileges and immunities (these being functionally based) and that the determi-

nation of his state of health lay within Romania's exclusive
domestic jurisdiction. Judge Shahabuddeen, however, considered that the exclusivenessof that jurisdiction was qualified by Romania's obligations under the Convention.
Finally, he gave his reasons for holding that an expert on mission was entitled to invoke the privileges and immunities for
the specific purpose of commencing a journey in connection
with his mission.

